As 1999 ended, IBM announced its intention to construct a onepetaflop supercomputer. The construction of this system was based on a cellular architecture-the use of relatively small but powerful building blocks used together in sufficient quantities to construct large systems. The first step on the road to a petaflop machine (one quadrillion floating-point operations in a second) is the Blue Genet/L supercomputer. Blue Gene/L combines a low-power processor with a highly parallel architecture to achieve unparalleled computing performance per unit volume. Implementing the Blue Gene/L packaging involved trading off considerations of cost, power, cooling, signaling, electromagnetic radiation, mechanics, component selection, cabling, reliability, service strategy, risk, and schedule. This paper describes how 1,024 dual-processor compute application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) are packaged in a scalable rack, and how racks are combined and augmented with host computers and remote storage. The Blue Gene/L interconnect, power, cooling, and control systems are described individually and as part of the synergistic whole.
implementation of these networks resulted in an additional link ASIC, a control field-programmable gate array (FPGA), six major circuit cards, and custom designs for a rack, cable network, clock network, power system, and cooling system-all part of the BG/L core complex.
System overview
Although an entire BG/L system can be configured to run a single application, the usual method is to partition the machine into smaller systems. For example, a 20-rack (20Ki-node) system being assembled at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research Center can be considered as four rows of four compute racks (16Ki nodes), with a standby set of four racks that can be used for failover. Blue Gene/L also contains two host computers to control the machine and to prepare jobs for launch; I/O racks of redundant arrays of independent disk drives (RAID); and switch racks of Gigabit Ethernet to connect the compute racks, the I/O racks, and the host computers. The host, I/O racks, and switch racks are not described in this paper except in reference to interconnection. Figure 1 shows a top view of the 65,536 compute processors cabled as a single system.
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Cooling system overview BG/L compute racks are densely packaged by intention and, at ;25 kW, are near the air-cooled thermal limit for many racks in a machine room. No one component had power so high that direct water cooling was warranted. We chose either high or low rack power, airflow direction, and either computer room air conditioners (CRACs) or local rack air conditioners. By choosing the high packaging density of 512 compute nodes per midplane, five of six network connections were made without cables, greatly reducing cost. The resultant vertical midplane had insufficient space for passages to allow front-to-back air cooling. The choices were then bottom-to-top airflow or an unusual side-to-side airflow. The latter offered certain aerodynamic and thermal advantages, although there were challenges. Since the populated midplane is relatively compact (0.64 m tall 3 0.8 m deep 3 0.5 m wide), two fit into a 2-m-tall rack with room left over for cables and for the ac-dc bulk power supplies, but without room for local air conditioners. Since most ac-dc power supplies are designed for frontto-back air cooling, by choosing the standard CRACbased machine-room cooling, inexpensive bulk-power technology in the rack could be used and could easily coexist with the host computers, Ethernet switch, and disk arrays. The section below on the cooling system gives details of the thermal design and measured cooling performance.
Signaling and clocking overview BG/L is fundamentally a vast array of low-power compute nodes connected together with several specialized networks. Low latency and low power were critical design considerations. To keep power low and to avoid the clock jitter associated with phase-locked loops (PLLs), a single-frequency clock was distributed to all processing nodes. This allowed a serial data transfer at twice the clock rate whereby the sender can drive data on a single differential wiring pair using both edges of its received clock, and the receiver captures data with both edges of its received clock. There is no requirement for clock phase, high-power clock extraction, or clock forwarding, which could double the required number of cables. Lower-frequency clocks were created by clock division, as required for the embedded processor, memory system, and other logic of the BG/L compute ASIC. The clock frequency of the entire system is easily changed by changing the master clock. The signaling and clocking section discusses the estimated and measured components of signal timing and the design and construction of the global clock network.
Circuit cards and interconnect overview
The BG/L torus interconnect [2] requires a node to be connected to its six nearest neighbors (xþ, yþ, zþ, xÀ, yÀ, zÀ) in a logical 3D Cartesian array. In addition, a global collective network connects all nodes in a branching, fanout topology. Finally, a 16-byte-wide data bus to external memory was desired. After considering many possible packaging options, we chose a first-level package of dimensions 32 mm 3 25 mm containing a total of 474 pins, with 328 signals for the memory interface, a bitserial torus bus, a three-port double-bit-wide bus for forming a global collective network, and four global OR signals for fast asynchronous barriers. The 25-mm height allowed the construction of a small field-replaceable card, not unlike a small dual inline memory module (DIMM), consisting of two compute ASICs and nine double-datarate synchronous dynamic random access memory chips (DDR SDRAMs) per ASIC, as shown in Figure 2 . The external memory system can transfer one 16-byte data line for every two processor cycles. The ninth two-bytewide chip allows a 288-bit error-correction code with
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Top view of a conceptual 64-rack Blue Gene/L system. four-bit single packet correct, a double four-bit packet detect, and redundant four-bit steering, as used in many high-end servers [3] . The DDR DRAMs were soldered for improved reliability. A node card ( Figure 3 ) supports 16 compute cards with power, clock, and control, and combines the 32 nodes as x, y, z = 4, 4, 2. Each node card can optionally accept up to two additional cards, similar to the compute cards, but each providing two channels of Gigabit Ethernet to form a dual-processor I/O card for interface-to-disk storage. Further, 16 node cards are combined by a midplane (x, y, z = 8, 8, 8) . The midplane is the largest card that is considered industry-standard and can be built easily by multiple suppliers. Similarly, node cards are the largest high-volume size.
To connect the midplanes together with the torus, global collective network, and global barrier networks, it was necessary to rebuffer the signals at the edge of the midplane and send them over cables to other midplanes. To provide this function at low power and high reliability, the BG/L link ASIC (BLL or link chip) was designed. Each of its six ports drives or receives one differential cable (22 conductor pairs). The six ports allow an extra set of cables to be installed, so signals are directed to either of two different paths when leaving a midplane. This provides both the ability to partition the machine into a variety of smaller systems and to ''skip over'' disabled racks. Within the link chip, the ports are combined with a crossbar switch that allows any input to go to any output. BG/L cables are designed never to move once they are installed except to service a failed BLL, which is expected to be exceedingly rare (two per three-year period for the 64Ki-node machine). Nevertheless, cable failures could occur, for instance, due to solder joint fails. An extra synchronous and asynchronous connection is provided for each BLL port, and it can be used under software control to replace a failed differential pair connection.
Midplanes are arranged vertically in the rack, one above the other, and are accessed from the front and rear of the rack. Besides the 16 node cards, each with 32 BG/L compute ASICs, each midplane contains four link cards. Each link card accepts the data cables and connects these cables to the six BLLs. Finally, each midplane contains a service card that distributes the system clock, provides other rack control function, and consolidates individual Fast Ethernet connections from the four link cards and 16 node cards to a single Gigabit Ethernet link leaving the rack. A second integrated Gigabit Ethernet link allows daisy-chaining of multiple midplanes for control by a single host computer. The control-FPGA chip (CFPGA) is located on the service card and converts Fast Ethernet from each link card and node card to other standard buses, JTAG, and I2C (short for ''inter-integrated circuit''); it is a multimaster bus used to connect integrated circuits (ICs). The JTAG and I2C buses of the CFPGA connect respectively to the ASICs and various sensors or support devices for initialization, debug, monitoring, and other access functions. The components are shown in Figure 4 and are listed in Table 1 .
Power system overview The BG/L power system ensures high availability through the use of redundant, high-reliability components. The system is built from either commercially available components or custom derivatives of them. A two-stage power conversion is used. An N þ 1 2 redundant bulk power conversion from three-phase 208 VAC to 48 VDC (400 V three-phase to 48 V for other countries, including
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Blue Gene/L compute card. 
Figure 3
Blue Gene/L node card.
Europe and China) is followed by local point-of-load dc-dc converters. The current, voltage, and temperature of all power supplies are monitored. A service host computer is used for start-up, configuration, and monitoring; a local control system is used for each midplane for extreme conditions requiring immediate shutdown. In addition, a current-monitoring loop is employed in concert with soft current limits in the supplies to allow for processor throttling in the event of excessive current draw. Attention is paid to electromagnetic emissions, noise immunity, and standard safety tests (power line disturbance, lightning strikes, Underwriters Laboratories safety tests, etc.). The power distribution systems, both 48 V to the local converters and the local converters to the load, are engineered for low loss and immunity to rapid fluctuations in power demand. There are 128 custom dual-voltage 2.5-V and 1.5-V power converters and 16 custom 1.5-V power converters in each rack, which source about 500 amperes (A) from the 48-V rail under peak load, with minor requirements for 1.2 V, 1.8 V, 3.3 V, and 5.0 V. Some voltages are persistent, while others can be activated and controlled from the host.
Reliability overview
Before moving to the detailed sections, a prediction of the hard failure rate of 64 BG/L compute racks will be made. The term FIT-standing for failures in time, or failures in parts per million (ppm) per 1,000 power-on hours (POH)-is used. Thus, the BG/L compute ASIC with a hard error rate of 20 FITs after burn-in results in a system failure rate of 20 fails per 10 3 9 hours 3 65,536 nodes = 1.3 fails per 1,000 hours = 1 fail per 4.5 weeks.
Hard errors are sometimes handled with a redundant unit that seamlessly replaces the failed unit and sends an alarm to the host for future service. This is the case with the ac-dc supplies, dc-dc converters, fans, and a single nibble (four-bit) fail in an external DRAM. Other hard fails, such as a compute ASIC, cause a program fail and machine stop. Most can be handled by repartitioning the BG/L system by programming the BLLs to use the ''hot spare'' BG/L racks to restore the affected system image.
Figure 4
Blue Gene/L compute rack. After repartitioning, the state of the machine can be restored from disk with the checkpoint-restart software, and the program continues. Some hard fails, such as those to the clock network or BLLs, may cause a more serious machine error that is not avoided by repartitioning and requires repair before the machine can be restarted. Table 2 lists the expected failure rates per year for the major BG/L components after recognition of the redundancy afforded by its design. The reliability data comes from the manufacturer estimates of the failure rates of the components, corrected for the effects of our redundancy. For example, double-data-rate synchronous DRAM (DDR SDRAM) components are assigned a failure rate of just 20% of the 25 FITs expected for these devices, since 80% of the fails are expected to be single-bit errors, which are detected and repaired by the BG/L BLC chip memory controller using spare bits in the ninth DRAM.
BG/L cooling system
Introduction to BG/L cooling BG/L is entirely air-cooled. This choice is appropriate because, although the 25-kW heat load internal to each rack is relatively high for the rack footprint of 0.91 m 3 0.91 m (3 ft 3 3 ft), the load is generated by many lowpower devices rather than a few high-power devices, so watt densities are low. In particular, each of the ASICs used for computation and I/O-though numerous (1, 024 compute ASICs and up to 128 I/O ASICs per rack)-was expected to generate a maximum of only 15 W (2.7% higher than the subsequently measured value), which represents a mere 10.4 W/cm 2 with respect to chip area.
A multitude of other devices with low power density are contained in each rack: between 9,216 and 10,368 DRAM chips (nine per ASIC), each generating up to 0.5 W; 128 dc-dc power converters, each generating up to 23 W; and a small number of other chips, such as the BLLs. The rack's bulk-power-supply unit, dissipating roughly 2.5 kW and located on top of the rack, is not included in the 25-kW load figure above, because its airflow path is separate from the main body of the rack, as described later.
Side-to-side airflow path As in many large computers, the BG/L racks stand on a raised floor and are cooled by cold air emerging from beneath them. However, the airflow direction through BG/L racks is unique-a design that is fundamental to the mechanical and electronic packaging of the machine. In general, three choices of airflow direction are possible: side-to-side (SS), bottom-to-top (BT), and front-to-back (FB) ( Figure 5 ). Each of these drawings assumes two midplanes, one standing above the other parallel to the yz plane, but the orientation of node cards connecting to the midplane is constrained by the airflow direction. SS airflow requires node cards lying parallel to the xy plane; BT airflow requires node cards lying parallel to the xy plane; FB airflow requires node cards lying parallel to the x-axis. FB airflow, for which air emerges from perforations in the raised floor as shown, is traditional in raised-floor installations. However, FB airflow is impossible for the BG/L midplane design, because air would have to pass through holes in the midplane that cannot simultaneously be large enough to accommodate the desired airflow rate of 1.4 cubic meters per second (3,000 cubic feet per minute, CFM) and also small enough to accommodate the dense midplane wiring.
Each of the two remaining choices, BT and SS, has advantages. The straight-through airflow path of BT is advantageous when compared with the SS serpentine path, because SS requires space along the yþ side of each rack (above the SS raised-floor hole shown) to duct air upward to the cards, and additional space along the yÀ side of each rack to exhaust the air. However, the SS scheme has the advantage of flowing air through an area A SS that is larger than the corresponding area A BT for BT airflow, because a rack is typically taller than it is wide. This advantage may be quantified in terms of the temperature rise DT and the pressure drop Dp of the air as it traverses the cards. DT is important because, if air flows across N identical heat-generating devices, the temperature of air impinging on the downstream device is ½ðN À 1Þ=NDT above air-inlet temperature. Pressure drop is important because it puts a burden on air-moving devices. Let (DT, Dp) have values (DT SS , Dp SS ) and (DT BT , Dp BT ) for SS and BT airflow, respectively. Define a temperature-penalty factor f T and a pressure-penalty factor f P for BT airflow as f T [ DT BT =DT SS and f P [ Dp BT /Dp SS , respectively. It may be shown, 3 using energy arguments and the proportionality of Dp to the square of velocity (for typical Reynolds numbers) [4] ,
This product of BT penalties is significantly larger than 1. Thus, side-to-side (SS) airflow was chosen for BG/L, despite the extra space required by plenums.
Air-moving devices
To drive the side-to-side airflow in each BG/L rack, a sixby-ten array of 120-mm-diameter, axial-flow fans (ebmpapst ** model DV4118/2NP) is positioned downstream of the cards, as shown in Figure 6 . The fan array provides a pressure rise that is spatially distributed over the downstream wall of the rack, thereby promoting uniform flow through the entire array of horizontal cards. To minimize spatially nonuniform flow due to hub-and-blade periodicity, the intake plane of the fans is positioned about 60 mm downstream of the trailing edge of the cards. The fans are packaged as three-fan units. Cards on each side of a midplane are housed in a card cage that includes five such three-fan units. In the event of fan failure, each three-fan unit is separately replaceable, as illustrated by the partially withdrawn unit in Figure 6 .
Each three-fan unit contains a microcontroller to communicate with the CFPGA control system on the service card (see the section below on the control system) in order to control and monitor each fan. Under external host-computer control, fan speeds may be set individually to optimize airflow, as described in the section below on refining thermal design. The microcontroller continuously monitors fan speeds and other status data, which is reported to the host. If host communication fails, all three fans automatically spin at full speed. If a single fan fails, the other two spin at the same full speed.
Complementary tapered plenums BG/L racks are packaged in rows, as shown in Figure 7 . For example, the BG/L installation at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has eight racks per row; the installation at the IBM Thomas J. Watson Research
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Three alternative airflow directions for the Blue Gene/L compute rack. (The front of the rack is the ϩx face. (SS ϭ side-to-side; BT ϭ bottom-to-top; FB ϭ front-to-back.) 
Figure 6
Blue Gene/L fan array. Center has four racks per row. The racks in each row cannot abut one another because, for the SS airflow scheme, inlet and exhaust air must enter and exit through plenums that occupy the space above the raised-floor cutouts. To make the machine compact, these plenum spaces should be as small as possible.
Two alternative plenum schemes are shown in Figure 8 . In Figure 8 (a), hot and cold plenums are segregated, alternating down the row. Cold plenum B supplies cold air to its adjoining racks 1 and 2; hot plenum C collects hot air from its adjoining racks 2 and 3, and so on. This scheme uses plenum space inefficiently because, as a function of vertical coordinate z, the plenum crosssectional area is not matched to the volumetric flow rate. As suggested by the thickness of the arrows in Figure 8 (a), the bottom cross section of a cold plenum, such as B, carries the full complement of air that feeds racks 1 and 2, but because the air disperses into these racks, volumetric flow rate decreases as z increases. Thus, cold-plenum space is wasted near the top, where little air flows in an unnecessarily generous space. Conversely, in a hot plenum, such as C, volumetric flow rate increases with z as air is collected from racks 2 and 3, so hot-plenum space is wasted near the bottom. Clearly, the hot and cold plenums are complementary in their need for space.
Figure 8(b) shows an arrangement that exploits this observation; tapered hot and cold plenums, complementary in their shape, are integrated into the space between racks. A slanted wall separates the hot air from the cold such that cold plenums are wide at the bottom and hot plenums are wide at the top, where the respective flow rates are greatest. As will be shown, complementary tapered plenums achieve higher airflow rate and better cooling of the electronics than segregated, constant-width plenums of the same size. Consequently, complementary tapered plenums are used in BG/L, as reflected in the unique, parallelogram shape of a BG/L rack row. This can be seen in the industrial design rendition ( Figure 9 ).
To assess whether the slanted plenum wall of Figure  8 (b) requires insulation, the wall may be conservatively modeled as a perfectly conducting flat plate, with the only thermal resistance assumed to be convective, in the boundary layers on each side of the wall. Standard analytical techniques [5] , adapted to account for variable flow conditions along the wall, are applied to compute heat transfer through the boundary layer. 4 The analysis is done using both laminar-and turbulent-flow 
Figure 7
Conceptual row of Blue Gene/L racks. assumptions under typical BG/L conditions. The result shows that, of the 25 kW being extracted from each rack, at most 1.1% (275 W) leaks across the slanted wall. Thus, the plenum walls do not require thermal insulation.
First-generation thermal mockup tests tapered plenums
To demonstrate and quantify the advantage of complementary tapered plenums, a full-rack thermal mockup with movable plenum walls was built [Figure 10(a) ]. This early experiment reflects a nodecard design, a rack layout, and an ASIC power level (9 W) quite different from those described subsequently with the second-generation thermal mockup (see below) that reflects the mature BG/L design. Nevertheless, the early mockup provided valuable lessons learned because it was capable of simulating the ''unit cells'' shown in both Figures 8(a) and 8(b) , a feat made possible by movable walls whose positions were independently adjustable at both top and bottom. The unit cell in Figure 8 (a) is not precisely simulated by the experiment because the vertical boundaries of this unit cell are free streamlines, whereas the experimental boundaries are solid walls, which impose drag and thereby artificially reduce flow rate. This effect is discussed below in connection with airflow rate and plenum wall drag. The two walls have four positional degrees of freedom (two movable points per wall), but in the experiments, two constraints are imposed: First, the walls are parallel to each other; second, as indicated in Figure 10 (a), the distance between the walls is 914.4 mm (36 in.), which is the desired rack-to-rack pitch along a BG/L row. Thus, only two positional degrees of freedom remain. These are parameterized herein by the wall angle h and a parameter b that is defined as the fraction of the plenum space devoted to the hot side, w H /(w H þ w C ), where w H and w C are horizontal distances measured at the mid-height of the rack from node-card edge to hot and cold plenum walls, respectively. Fan space is included in w H .
In the experiment, the only combinations of h and b physically possible are those between the green and orange dashed lines in Figure 10 
Figure 9
Industrial design concept for Blue Gene/L. The slanted form reflects the complementary plenums in the unique side-to-side airflow.
of the cold plenum wall abuts the upper right corner of the rack; along the orange line, the bottom of the hot plenum wall abuts the lower left corner of the rack. At apex S, both conditions are true, as shown in Figure 10 (a), where the wall angle h is maximized at 10.5 degrees. The rack in Figure 10 (a) contains an array of mockup circuit cards that simulate an early version of BG/L node cards based on early power estimates. ASICs and dc-dc power converters are respectively simulated by blocks of aluminum with embedded power resistors that generate 9 W and 23 W. DRAMs are simulated by 0.5-W surfacemount resistors. A sample of 51 simulated ASICs scattered through the rack are instrumented with thermocouples embedded in the aluminum blocks that measure ASIC case temperatures.
Each bar in Figure 10 (b) represents an experimental case for which the mockup rack was run to thermal equilibrium. A bar height represents the average measured ASIC temperature rise DT above air-inlet temperature. With segregated, constant-width plenums [ Figure 8 (a)], only Cases A through E are possible (constant width being defined by h = 0). Of these, Case C is best; statistics are given in Table 3 .
In contrast, with complementary tapered plenums [Figure 8(b) ], all cases (A through S) are possible. Of these, the best choices are Case R (lowest DT ave ) and Case S (lowest DT max ). Choosing Case R as best overall, the BG/L complementary tapered plenums apparently reduce average ASIC temperature by 118C and maximum ASIC temperature by 13.48C, compared with the best possible result with constant-width plenums. This result is corrected in the section on airflow rate and plenumwall drag below in order to account for drag artificially imposed by the plenum walls when the apparatus of Figure 10 (a) simulates the unit cell of Figure 8(a) .
Because slanting the plenum walls is so successful, it is natural to ask what further advantage might be obtained by curving the walls or by increasing the rack pitch beyond 914 mm (36 in.). Any such advantage may be bounded by measuring the limiting case in which the hot wall is removed entirely (w H = ') and the cold wall is removed as far as possible (w C = 641 mm = 25.2 in., well beyond where it imposes any airflow restriction), while still permitting a cold-air inlet from the raised floor. This limiting case represents the thermally ideal, but unrealistic, situation in which plenum space is unconstrained and the airflow path is straight rather than serpentine, leading to large airflow and low ASIC temperatures. The result, given in the last row of Table 3 , shows that DT ave for infinitely wide plenums is only about 78C lower than for Case R. Curved plenum walls or increased rack pitch might gain some fraction of this 78C, but cannot obtain more.
Second-generation thermal mockup reflects mature design Figure 11 (a) is a scaled but highly simplified front view of a BG/L rack (0.65 m wide) and two flanking plenums (each 0.26 m wide), yielding a 0.91-m (36-in.) rack pitch. It is precisely 1.5 times a standard raised floor tile, so two racks cover three tiles. The plenum shown is a variation of the tapered-plenum concept described above, in which the slanted wall is kinked rather than straight. The kink is necessary because a straight wall would either impede exhaust from the lowest row of fans or block some of the inlet area; the kink is a compromise between these two extremes. This dilemma did not occur in the firstgeneration thermal mockup, because the early BG/L design (on which that mockup was based) had the bulk power supply at the bottom of the rack, precluding low cards and fans. In contrast, the final BG/L design [Figure 11(a) ] makes low space available for cards and fans (advantageous to shorten the long, under-floor data cables between racks) by placing the bulk power supply atop the rack, where it has a completely separate airflow path, as indicated by the arrows. Air enters the bulksupply modules horizontally from both front and rear, flows horizontally toward the midplane, and exhausts upward. Other features, including turning vanes and electromagnetic interference (EMI) screens, are explained in the next section.
To quantify and improve the BG/L thermal performance, the second-generation thermal mockup, shown in Figure 11 (b), was built to reflect the mature mechanical design and card layout shown in Figure 11 (a). The thermal rack is fully populated by 32 mockup node cards, called thermal node cards, numbered according to the scheme shown in Figure 7 . Service cards are present to control the fans. Link cards, whose thermal load is small, are absent. A thermal node card, shown in Figure 12 , is thermally and aerodynamically similar to a real node card ( Figure 3 ). Each thermal node card contains 18 thermal compute cards on which BLC compute and I/O ASICs are simulated by blocks of aluminum with embedded resistors generating 15 W each (the maximum expected ASIC power). DRAM chips and dc-dc power converters are simulated as described for the first-generation mockup. Extruded aluminum heat sinks glued to the mock ASICs are identical to those glued to the real BG/L ASICs. The y dimension of the heat sink (32 mm) is limited by concerns over electromagnetic radiation; its x, z dimensions (20 mm 3 29.2 mm) are limited by packaging. Fin pitch is 2.5 mm, fin height is 17 mm, and fin thickness tapers from 0.8 mm to 0.5 mm base to tip.
Temperatures are measured as described for the firstgeneration mockup, and so represent case temperatures, not junction temperatures. Experimentally, since only 128 thermocouple data channels are available, a mere fraction of the 1,152 ASICs and 128 power converters in the rack can be monitored. Power converters were found to be 108C to 408C cooler than nearby ASICs, so all data channels were devoted to ASICs. In particular, ASICs 0 through 7 in downstream Column D ( Figure 14) were measured on each of 16 node cards. The 16 selected node cards are 1-8 and 25-32 in Figure 7 , such that one node card from each vertical level of the rack is represented.
Column D was selected for measurement because its ASICs are hottest, being immersed in air that is preheated, via upstream Columns A-C, by an amount DT preheat . Thus, temperature statistics below are relevant to the hottest column only. Column A is cooler by DT preheat , which may be computed theoretically via energy balance at the rack level, where the total rack airflow, typically 3,000 CFM (1.42 m 3 /s), has absorbed (before impinging on Column D) three quarters of the 25-kW rack heat load. Thus, DT preheat = 11.38C, which agrees well with direct measurement of ASIC temperature differences between Columns A and D.
An ASIC case temperature T is characterized below by DT, the temperature rise above inlet air temperature T in . ASIC power P asic is fixed in the experiment at
For arbitrary values of T in , P asic , and P node , ASIC case temperature may be conservatively estimated as T ¼ maxðT 1 ; T 2 Þ; where
Refining BG/L thermal design Using the measurement plan described above, the secondgeneration thermal mockup [Figure 11(b) ] was used to investigate numerous schemes for improving the BG/L thermal performance. Table 4 summarizes the three most important improvements-turning vanes, low-loss EMI screens, and fan-speed profiling-by comparing four Table 4 , are given below. Figure 13 (b) emphasizes the importance of the turning vanes shown as yellow and blue curved sheets in Figure 11 (a). Without these vanes, the temperatures of the lower two or three cards in each card cage (e.g., Cards 1-3 and 25-26) are unacceptably high-as much as 348C higher than when optimized vanes are installed. The reason is that the BG/L card stack [Figure 11(a) ] is recessed about 85 mm from the upstream face of the rack, and the inlet air cannot negotiate the sharp corner to enter the low cards. Instead, separation occurs, and 
Case 1 compared with Case 2 (turning vanes)

Figure 12
stagnation regions form upstream of these cards, starving them of air. The turning vanes prevent this by helping the air turn the corner. As shown in Figure 11 (a), the upper and lower vanes are quite different. The lower vane rests entirely in the plenum space. In contrast, the upper vane rests entirely in the rack space, turning air that passes through holes in the mid-height shelf. [One hole is visible in Figure 11 (a)]. ASIC temperatures in lower and upper card cages are sensitive to the geometry of the lower and upper vanes, respectively. In each case, the optimum vane shape turns just enough air to cool the low cards without compromising temperatures on higher cards. Tests with elliptical and easier-to-manufacture kinked shapes show that elliptical shapes provide better performance. Thus, in BG/L, both vanes are elliptical in cross section, but of different size. The upper vane is a full elliptical quadrant; the lower vane is less than a full quadrant. Figure 13 (c) shows the importance of low-pressure-loss (i.e., high-percentage-open) EMI screens. As shown in Figure 11 (a), air flowing through a BG/L rack traverses two EMI screens, one at the bottom of the cold plenum, the other at the top of the hot plenum. Using simple, 61%-open square-hole screens with typical BG/L operating conditions, the measured drop in static pressure across the pair of screens is Dp screens = 150 Pa, in agreement with empirical results [4] . This is the largest pressure drop in the system-far more than that across the node cards (20 Pa), or that incurred traversing the hot plenum bottom to top (60 Pa). Consequently, improving the EMI screens dramatically reduces pressure loss and improves cooling: When the 61%-open screens are replaced by 95%-open honeycomb screens, Dp screens drops by a factor of 6, to 25 Pa. As shown in Figure 13 (c), the corresponding drop in average ASIC temperature is 68C. ⌬T ave ⌬T max 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 6000 5500 5500 6000 6000 4800 4200 4200
Case 2 compared with Case 3 (EMI screens)
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Figure 13
Case 3 compared with Case 4 (fan-speed profiling) Figure 13 (d) shows the thermal benefit derived by profiling fan speeds; that is, running fans near cooler ASICs at less than the maximum speed, 6,000 revolutions per minute (RPM), to balance flow and reduce the temperature of hotter ASICs. In all experiments, the six fans in each of the ten horizontal rows (see Figure 6 ) were run at the same speed. Thus, the speed profile is described by ten speeds, one per fan row. For Cases 3 and 4 in Figure 13 (d), these ten speeds are overlaid on the figure such that the speed of a fan row aligns roughly with the measured node cards that it cools. For example, the two rightmost numbers for Case 4 (4, 200, 4, 200) represent the topmost two rows of fans, which are directly downstream of node cards 30-32. The optimal fan-speed profile shown for Case 4 was determined by trial and error-speeds were reduced where Case 3 temperatures were low (e.g., Cards 30-32), and were left at maximum speed where Case 3 temperatures were high (e.g., Cards 25-27). The result is a 78C reduction in maximum ASIC temperature. Table 4 is analogous to Case ' in Table 3 : Plenums are removed from the thermal mockup to simulate the unrealistic, limiting case of infinitely wide plenums. In Table 4 , comparing Case ' to Case 4 shows that the BG/L 0.26-m-wide plenums cause the ASICs to be 108C hotter, on average, than they would be if the plenums were infinitely wide. Further optimization of plenum geometry, turning vanes, etc., might gain some fraction of this 108C, but cannot obtain more.
Airflow rate and plenum-wall drag Volumetric flow rate V of air through the thermal mockup rack is measured by scanning the air-exit plane (top left of Figure 12 ) with a velocity probe. The result for conditions as in Case 2 of Table 4 are shown in Figure 14 , in which the (x, y) origin is point O in Figure 11 (a). Integrating this velocity plume over area yields V = 1.25 m 3 /s = 2,640 CFM, which corresponds to an average air velocity of v ¼ 6:66 m=s: In practice, the BG/L rack true flow rate depends on room conditionsthe characteristics of the computer-room air conditioners, their positions with respect to the rack, and how they are shared among racks. To permit airflow balancing at the room level in spite of such variations, an airflow damper is included in each BG/L rack at the top of the hot plenum.
Aerodynamic drag of the slanted plenum walls, artificially present when the apparatus of Figure 10 (a) simulated the unit cell of Figure 8 , may be estimated from Figure 14 . Without this drag, the velocity deficit approaching the slanted wall at y = 0 in Figure 14 would not exist. Instead, the velocity plateau would continue to y = 0, increasing average velocity v by 13.5%. Therefore, Case C of Table 3 does not fairly represent the constantwidth plenums of Figure 8 (a), because v is experimentally 13.5% too low (assuming similarity between the two thermal mockups). Since DT for laminar flow over a heated plate, such as the ASIC heat-sink fins, is inversely proportional to ffiffi ffi v p [5] , assuming all velocities scale with v; the measured DT for Case C is 6.5% too high. Thus, DT ave = 38.28C for Case C is 2.58C too high, and the advantage of complementary tapered plenums over constant-width plenums, previously stated in the firstgeneration thermal mockup section as 118C, is more accurately estimated as 8.58C.
Signaling and clocking
Signaling overview As described in [2] , there are five interconnection networks in Blue Gene/L: a 3D torus, a global collective network, a global barrier and interrupt network, an I/O network that uses Gigabit Ethernet, and a service network formed of Fast Ethernet and JTAG. This section describes the design and performance of the signaling technology used to implement the torus (six full-duplex ports, each one bit wide), the global collective network (three full-duplex ports, each two bits wide), and the global interrupt network (four full-duplex ports, each one bit wide).
Figure 14
Velocity profile of air exiting the top of the hot plenum. The main design goals of the signaling and interconnect circuits used in BG/L were stated in the Introduction. These are low power, low latency, and small silicon area to enable the required number of I/O cells to fit on the processor chip. Also, it was decided early in the system design cycle that the signaling data rate should be at least twice the processor frequency in order to provide sufficient network performance. Differential signaling for the torus and network links was chosen for a robust design with low error rates. For the torus network, there is a bidirectional serial link consisting of two differential pairs, one for each signal direction, connecting each pair of adjacent nodes. Since each BG/L node has six nearest neighbors, six torus drivers and six torus receivers are required on each ASIC. For the collective network, there are two differential pairs carrying signals in each signal direction per port. There are three collective ports on each BLC ASIC, resulting in another six drivers and six receivers, although not all are used in a typical system; some nodes use only two collective ports, and the terminal nodes use only a single port. On average, about two collective ports are used per node.
For network interconnections within each 512-node midplane, organized as an 8 3 8 3 8 array of BG/L processors, 100-X differential printed circuit card wiring was used. Signals are driven and received directly on the processor ASIC. As described in the following section, these printed wiring interconnections connect processors on the same compute card, processors on different compute cards plugged into the same node card, or processors on different node cards on the same midplane. Thus, in addition to a circuit card wiring length of 50-700 mm, there can be two, four, or no card edge connectors in the signal interconnection path.
BLL cable redrive
When torus, global collective, and global interrupt interconnections span midplanes, either in the same rack or from rack to rack, the signals must be redriven to propagate through cables of up to 8.6 m in length, depending upon the system size and configuration. To implement this redrive, the BLL ASIC, the second unique chip designed for the system, was used. The BLL ASIC implements a switching or routing function that enables an array of racks to be partitioned into a variety of smaller configurations. Like the BLC chip [6] , the BLL is fabricated by IBM Microelectronics using a 0.13-lm complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS) process (CU-11). The BLL fits on a 6.6-mm 3 6.6-mm die and contains more than 3M logic gates and about 6.7M transistors. It uses 312 signal I/O connections. Both the internal logic and all of the I/O are powered from a 1.5-V supply. The BLL chip is packaged in an IBM 25-mm 3 32-mm ceramic ball grid array (CBGA) module with 474 total connections. The BLL is shown in Figure 15 (a).
The chip contains three send and three receive ports; signals received at each input port can be routed to any of the output ports. Both the link and compute ASICs use the same I/O circuits to drive and receive high-speed signals. However, on the link ASIC, these signals are grouped together in ports containing 21 differential pairs (17 data signals, a spare signal, a parity signal, and two asynchronous global interrupt signals). receiving port. The cable connectors are manufactured to IBM specifications by InterCon Systems, Inc. Each of these connectors attaches to a cable with 22 differential pairs using 26 American wire gauge (AWG) signal wire manufactured by the Spectra-Strip** division of Amphenol Corporation. The extra differential pair is used for a sense signal to prevent an unpowered chip from being driven by driver outputs from the other end of the cable.
Asynchronous signaling
The asynchronous global interrupt signals are driven and received over cables via the same I/O circuits used for the high-speed data links, but without the clocked data capture units. On each of the node and link printed circuit cards, the individual global interrupt channels are connected in a dot-OR configuration using normal singleended CMOS drivers and receivers. This configuration is adequate to synchronize all processors in a 512-node midplane with a latency of less than 0.2 ls. A large (64K-node) system should have an interrupt latency of approximately 1 ls, limited by propagation delays.
Clock distribution
To aid in understanding the signaling and data-capture circuitry designed for BG/L, the system clock distribution is briefly described here. All BLC and BLL chip clocks are derived from a single high-frequency source that runs at the frequency of the processor core, i.e., 700 MHz. Differential clock buffers and clock interconnect are used to distribute this single source to the BLC and BLL ASICs. Individual node clocks are coherent and run at the identical frequency, although they are not necessarily equal in phase. A high-frequency source centralized in the array of racks is divided using a clock splitter and distributed to secondary clock-splitter cards via differential cables approximately 4.5 m long. These secondary cards, identical to the first except that the cable input replaces the clock source, in turn distribute the clock to tertiary clock splitters that in turn send one clock to each midplane. On the midplane, the service card distributes clocks to the 20 other cards in the midplane. Node and link cards, in turn, using the same clock splitter, provide clocks to all ASICs on the card. The maximum depth of the clock network is seven stages. All clock paths to the ASICs have similar delay, having passed through the same number of cables, connectors, buffers, etc. With the use of low-voltage positive-emittercoupled logic (LVPECL) clock driver chips based on bipolar technology, the delay through the clock buffer itself is nearly independent of voltage. This minimizes clock jitter due to voltage fluctuations at the different clock-splitter chips. One principal source of remaining jitter is due to temperature differences that occur slowly enough to be tracked by the data-capture scheme. The other main source of clock jitter is the result of noise at the receiver that affects the switching point, particularly since the clock rise time is degraded by line attenuation. This noise is reduced by common-mode rejection at the differential clock receivers. However, clock duty cycle symmetry is dependent upon careful length matching and symmetrical termination of the differential printed circuit card wiring. Clock symmetry is limited by the ability to match each differential pair using practical printed circuit wiring geometry, vias, and connector, module, and chip pins.
Measurements on a prototype of the BG/L clock distribution and at BLLs in a test setup have shown the root-mean-square (RMS) clock jitter to be between about 10 ps and 14 ps. Clock symmetry at the ASICs has been measured at about 45% to 55%, worst case. An experiment was performed in which excess jitter was added between the clock inputs of sending and receiving BLLs on separate cards when connected through an 8-m cable. For an added RMS jitter of 40 ps, the worst-case reduction in measured eye size at the receiving port data-capture unit was two inverter delays, or about 50 ps.
Synchronous data capture A key part of BG/L signaling technology is its datacapture circuitry. Because of the large number of highspeed connections that make up the torus and collective networks of the system, a low-power signaling technology is required. As described above, the clock distribution system generates all clock signals from a single coherent source. However, there is an undetermined phase relationship between clock edge arrival times at the different ASICs that are at either end of each network link. Standard circuit solutions for asynchronous detection, such as PLL clock extraction, would require high power and introduce additional jitter. Source synchronous signaling (sending clock with data) requires an unacceptable increase in the number of cables and printed circuit wires, which would greatly increase the size and complexity of the system package. Therefore, to meet the unique needs of BG/L, a new low-power data-capture technique for use in all BG/L highdata-rate signaling was developed. Figure 16 illustrates the logic of the BLL data-capture macro. The incoming received signal is passed through a chain of inverters which makes up a multi-tapped digital delay line. Two sets of latches, one clocked on the rising and one on the falling edge of the local clock, then sample the signal state at each inverter tap. The outputs from adjacent latches are compared via an exclusive-or (XOR) circuit to determine the position of the data transitions in the delay line. The aggregate of these comparisons forms a clocked string that is used to generate a history, which determines the optimal data sampling points. These optimal sampling points are found from the history string by looking for regions where the data never changes between adjacent delay taps; the control unit then sets the sampling point in the middle of this valid data region. The history is updated every slow clock period. This slow clock is generated by reducing the fast clock input frequency by a programmable divisor (selectable between 16 and 4,096).
With this data-capture method, the unknown phase offset between different ASIC clocks can be compensated by initializing the link with a data precursor, or training pattern, that provides a specific sequence with sufficient transitions to reliably determine the valid data window. This phase can then be tracked, and the capture point can be adjusted to compensate for long-term phase drift. The characteristic time response of this phase tracking is determined by the number of slow clock periods required for an update. There must be enough data transitions recorded between updates to the sampling point to ensure good eye determination. The update delay is programmable via a control register (selectable between 1 and 256). Setting this interval too low wastes power and might make the sampling point determination unreliable if too few data transitions are seen. Too large an update interval might not be able to track fast enough to compensate for transient thermal effects, power-supply variations, etc.
The circuitry contained within the dashed line in Figure 16 has been designed using a bit-stacking technique to force a compact physical layout that ensures the achievement of critical delay uniformity. The delay line must be long enough to contain an appreciable fraction of a data bit at the lowest speed of operation and shortest delay line. The design uses 32 inverters to achieve a delay between 0.99 ns and 1.92 ns, depending upon process tolerance, voltage, and temperature. To ensure that the data is optimally located in the fine-delay line, it is preceded by a second, coarse-delay line. The coarse-delay line, which consists of 16 stages, is used to center the received data within the fine-delay line of the data-capture unit. The coarse-delay line adds an additional delay time of one or two bits at the nominal data rate of 1.4 Gb/s. Minimal insertion delay is critical for good performance, since a dominant source of on-chip jitter is expected to be voltage-dependent delay variation as the V dd and ground supply rails fluctuate because of noise.
Differential data I/O measurement, timing, power, and BER The differential driver used for the BG/L high-speed networks is a modified CMOS design with two output levels. If the previous data bit is the same as the current data bit, the higher drive impedance output is used. This single bit of pre-emphasis provides approximately 4.5 dB of compensation for high-frequency cable and interconnect attenuation. The differential receiver is a modified low-voltage differential signaling (LVDS) design with on-chip termination. Figure 17 shows eye diagrams measured at the receiving chip input pins. The cable net includes about 10 cm of printed circuit wire from the driving chip to the cable connector on each end. The printed wiring connection includes traversal of two card edge connectors. The purple traces are the reference clock supplied by a pulse generator to the oscilloscope to provide a stable trigger; the same pulse generator is used as the system clock source for this experiment. Figure 18 shows the measured eye parameters extracted from the data-capture unit for these same interconnection conditions; these are the minimum eye sizes, measured in units of inverter delay, for all data-capture units across the entire port. The lines shown are best fits to the measured data points. The reciprocal of their slopes gives an average delay of 48.2 ps to 50.4 ps for each inverter stage in the delay lines of the data-capture unit. This delay is indicative of a chip performance toward the slow end of the process distribution. The eye patterns show signal integrity and timing margins that are sufficient for reliable operation of 1-m card and 8-m cable paths up to about 2 Gb/s; this exceeds the performance requirements of the BG/L system. A simplified jitter and timing budget for the BLLs is shown in Table 5 . Since the data is captured as soon as it is latched, the synchronous logic after the latches does not affect the timing jitter. The principal sources of jitter and timing uncertainty are listed as follows:
1. Intersymbol interference due to attenuation and dispersion on the interconnections. 2. Quantization, which is the effect of requiring a valid eye of at least three inverter taps for the purpose of tracking drift.
3. Power-supply noise resulting in variation of delay-line value. The contribution that should be included here is due to the difference in delay between the clock and the data delay to the sampling latch. A significant (;80%) part of the delay, which is common to both paths, does not affect the jitter, since both the clock buffers and the data delay line are affected by the same amount. The delay from the data pin to the center of the inverter chain should be equal to the delay of the clock pin to the latch clock of the center of the inverter chain. The third term is from the effect of noise on a finite rise time signal. 4. Jitter on the local clock plus sending clock. This is jitter in the clock over approximately 50 ns, which is approximately the worst-case signal delay. 5. Asymmetries in the clock fan-out for the latches and the clock duty cycle. 6. Asymmetry in the inverter delay rise and fall. 7. Sending-clock asymmetry, which effectively results in a smaller bit time. 8. V dd /V ss noise on the sending side, which affects the jitter being introduced into the signal. This includes all logic drivers or muxes that follow the last latch. The delay line on the sending side (which is used to move the sampling delay line to the eye and to optimally choose the relationship between sending and receiving data) is a large source of error here. 9. Sending-side jitter caused by power-supply noise on the clock for the last latch before data is sent.
Estimates for each of the above contributions are detailed in Table 5 . There are typically two values listed, for both best-and worst-case inverter delays. To ensure
Figure 17
Measured eye diagrams for BG/L high-speed signaling over card and cable connections. 
Figure 18
Minimum eye size compared with bit time (data-capture ports A and C). timing closure, we assume the worst case that all errors add linearly.
By running continuous data transfer over multiple links with various interconnection types on the BLL hardware, statistics on random data errors for both card and cable paths were accumulated. Only eight total errors were seen in over 4,900 hours of operation at data rates from 1.4 Gb/s to 2.0 Gb/s. The total bit error rate (BER) estimated from these experiments is less than 2 3 10 À18 . The BER observed at data rates of 1.4 Gb/s to 1.7 Gb/s is less than 3 3 10 À19 .
Low power was one of the main design goals for the signaling circuitry used in BG/L. The I/O power, which includes contributions from the output logic, driver, termination, receiver, and data-capture unit, was extracted from total current measurements as a function of clock frequency and circuit activity. These results are summarized in Figure 19 . The power per bit varies approximately linearly from about 37 mW at 1 Gb/s to 54 mW at 2 Gb/s. Driver power as shown includes the contribution from the output logic and the net termination. The remaining power is consumed in the data-capture unit. We estimate about 45 mW total I/O power per link at our nominal data rate of 1.4 Gb/s. These results are in excellent agreement with predictions based on simulation of the I/O circuit designs.
The six bidirectional torus links, the differential driver, and the differential receiver require 0.42 mm 2 of chip area. The data-capture logic, decoupling capacitors, state 
Circuit cards and interconnect
Design philosophy
The circuit cards and interconnect were designed to physically implement the major system communication buses in as efficient a manner as possible. Rather than accept pin placement of the compute and link ASICs and wire them together, we chose to work backward from the high-level package to the chip pin placement. First, the bus widths and basic compute card form factor were determined in a process that traded off space, function, and cost. Having the fewest possible compute ASICs per compute card would give the design the lowest-cost field-replaceable unit, decreasing the cost of test, rework, and replacement. However, having two compute ASICs per compute card instead of one gave a more space-efficient design due in part to the need to have an odd number of DDR SDRAM chips associated with each compute ASIC.
With the two-ASIC compute card determined, the bus width of the torus network was decided primarily by the number of cables that could be physically connected to a half-rack-sized midplane. Since most midplane-tomidplane connections are torus connections, the torus network was the primary determining factor in the number of cables escaping each midplane and each rack. With the torus bus width set at one bit bidirectional between each nearest-neighbor ASIC in a 3D logical grid, the collective network and interrupt bus widths and topology were determined by card form factor considerations, primarily the compute card. With the external DRAM memory bus and torus bus widths selected, the number of pins per compute ASIC was then determined by the choice of collective network and interrupt bus widths plus the number of ports escaping each ASIC. Choosing the number of collective ports per ASIC and the number of collective ports between the various card connectors was a tradeoff between global collective network latency and system form factor.
The final choice of three collective ports per ASIC, two bidirectional bits per collective port, and four bidirectional global interrupt bits per interrupt bus was set by the need to fit the compute ASIC into a 32-mm 3 25-mm package. Having the smaller chip dimension limited to 25 mm decreased the pitch between node cards sufficiently that 1,024 compute ASICs could be fitted into a single rack. The compute card form factor, ASIC package size, and widths of the various buses were thus determined to yield the maximal density of compute ASICs per rack.
With the compute card form factor and basic system arrangement determined, the circuit card connectors, card cross sections, and card wiring were defined next. These were chosen with a view to compactness, low cost, and electrical signaling quality. With all of the high-speed buses being differential, a differential card-to-card connector was selected. With signaling speeds defined to be under 4 Gb/s (final signaling rate 1.4 Gb/s), a press fit connector was determined to be electrically sufficient. A connector with two differential signal pairs per column of pins was selected because this allowed the signal buses to spread out horizontally across nearly the entire width of each card-to-card connection. This resulted in fewer card signal layers required to escape from under the connectors, and it allowed signal buses to cross fewer times within the cards, also reducing card signal layer counts. These considerations narrowed the connector choice down to only a few of the contenders. The final choice of the six-row Metral ** 4000 connector was made primarily by the convenient pin placement, which maximized routing of wide differential pairs underneath the connector. Once again, form factor was key.
Fundamental to the circuit card cross sections was a requirement of high electrical signaling quality. All cards had two power layers in the center of the card cross section sandwiched inside two ground layers. The rest of the card was built outward by adding alternating signal and ground layers on both sides of the central power core. This resulted in signals that were always groundreferenced. This design practice, which decreases the return path discontinuities and noise coupling that might result from such discontinuities, has been tried with success in other recent machines [7] .
The largest card, the midplane, ended up with 18 layers, but all other cards were confined to 14 total layers. One card, the node card, required additional power layers to distribute the 1.5-V core voltage from the dc-dc power converters to the array of compute cards with an acceptably small dc voltage drop in the card. Fortunately, the wiring on this card was regular enough to permit having one less signal layer, and a central signal and ground pair of planes were each reallocated to be additional 1.5-V power planes. Card linewidths for the 100-X line-to-line differential impedance were chosen to provide some layers with wide (190-lm to 215-lm or 7.5-mil to 8.5-mil) 1.0-ounce copper traces for low resistive loss for those high-speed nets that had to travel long distances.
Card thickness was minimized by having short connections on other layers be narrow (100-lm-or 4-milwide) 0.5-ounce nets, the narrowest low-cost linewidth. Card dielectrics were low-cost FR4. Once the final signaling speed was determined to be 1.4 Gb/s, there was no electrical need for a lower-loss dielectric. At these signaling speeds, copper cross section mattered more than dielectric loss. Card sizes were determined by a combination of manufacturability and system form factor considerations. The node cards were designed to be near the maximum card size obtainable from the industrystandard low-cost 0.46-m 3 0.61-m (18-in. 3 24-in.) raw card blank. The larger midplane was confined to stay within the largest panel size that could still be manufactured affordably by multiple card vendors. Card thickness was similarly targeted to remain less than the 2.54-mm (100-mil) ''cost knee'' whenever possible. This was achieved on all cards but the midplane.
Card wiring was defined to minimize card layers and thus minimize card cost. The most regular and numerous high-speed connections-the torus-were routed first. The regular x, y, z logically 3D grid of torus interconnections was routed in the cards first, and the connector signal pin positions were chosen to minimize torus net signal crossing. The global collective network and global interrupt bus were laid out next, with the exact logical connection structure of these two networks being determined in large part by the way in which they could be most economically routed on the minimal number of card layers. Electrical quality was maintained by carefully length-matching all differential pairs and by enforcing large keep-out spaces between lines for low signal coupling. With the major high-speed buses routed for all cards, the compute and link ASIC pinouts were then chosen to make the ASIC package pin positions match the physical signaling order of the buses in the cards. This again minimized signal crossing and enabled fewer vias, better electrical performance, fewer wire crossings, less route congestion, fewer card layers, and lower card cost.
The layout of the 16-byte-wide DDR SDRAM memory bus was also performed prior to choosing the compute ASIC pin placement, again to optimize the package escape on the card and minimize routing layers. These single-ended traces were designed for 55-X impedance. This choice allowed differential and singleended lines of the same line width on the same layer and increased the wiring utilization.
It was difficult to enforce exact pin placement on the ASIC because the locality of the major functional units and the pin placements had other constraints [8] . In many cases, compromises could be made to move pin placement close to what was desired, but one wiring layer more than that required for a simple fan-out was required in our ground-referenced ceramic first-level package. This was considered a reasonable cost tradeoff for the greatly simplified circuit card designs.
With the high-speed buses routed, high-speed clocks were then added, again with minimal crossing and minimal vias. Finally, all low-speed nets were routed in a space-efficient manner with multiple via transitions between different routing layers in order to use the remaining available wiring space. All cards were handrouted.
Network implementation
The physical implementation of three of the major BG/L communications buses (torus, global collective network, and global interrupt) is described below. The fourth network, I/O, shares subsets of the global collective network wires to permit groups of compute ASICs to send I/O traffic to their designated I/O ASIC. This is described below in the section on the global collective network. Each I/O ASIC has a direct electrical Gigabit Ethernet link to an RJ45 jack on the node card faceplate (tail stock), permitting the I/O ASIC to access an external disk storage network. The Ethernet and JTAG control network is the fifth BG/L network and is described in the section on control.
Torus network
The torus network connects each compute ASIC to its six nearest neighbors in a logically 3D (x, y, z) coordinate space. Each torus link between ASICs consists of two unidirectional differential pairs which together form a bidirectional serial link. The data rate for each torus link is two bits per processor cycle, send and receive, in each of the six directions. Two compute ASICs are assembled on each compute card, 16 compute cards are plugged into each node card to give 32 compute ASICs per node card, and 16 node cards are plugged into each midplane to give 512 compute ASICs per midplane. The logical x, y, z size of the 3D torus (or mesh) on each card is listed in Table 6 .
For the smaller compute and node cards, the torus connections were hardwired as a 3D mesh, with each card itself being unable to complete a looping torus without its neighboring cards being present. The smallest unit in which the torus network can wrap is the midplane. For example, given eight ASICs in series in the x dimension on a midplane, there is a software-configurable link that can wrap ASIC number 8 back to ASIC number 1, completing a torus loop. This configurable connection is made in the BLLs on the link cards and permits software-controlled partitioning of the system, as described below in the section The largest BG/L system currently planned is a 128-midplane (64-rack) system, with eight midplanes cabled in series in the x dimension, four midplanes in the y dimension, and four midplanes in the z dimension. This results in a single system having a maximal torus size of 64 (x) by 32 (y) by 32 (z) compute ASICs, with 65,536 ASICs total. Since the z dimension cannot be extended beyond 32 without increased cable length, the largest reasonably symmetric system is 256 midplanes, as 64 (x) by 64 (y) by 32 (z).
Global collective network
Single midplane structure The global collective network connects all compute ASICs in a system. This permits operations such as global minimum, maximum, and sum to be calculated as data is passed up to the apex of the collective network, then broadcasts the result back down to all compute ASICs. Each ASIC-to-ASIC collective network port is implemented as a two-bit-wide bidirectional bus made from a total of four unidirectional differential pairs, giving a net ASIC-to-ASIC collective network bandwidth of four bits per processor cycle in each direction. Significant effort was made to minimize latency by designing a collective network structure with the minimum number of ASIC-to-ASIC hops from the top to the bottom of the network. It will be shown that there are a maximum of 30 hops required to traverse the entire network, one way, in the 64-rack, 65,536-compute-ASIC system. Since the structure of the collective network is much less regular than that of the torus, it is diagrammed in Figure 20 and explained below.
The collective network implementation on the 32-compute-ASIC node card is shown in Figure 20(a) , where each circle represents a compute card with two compute ASICs. Each ASIC has three collective network ports, one of which connects to the other ASIC on the same compute card, while the other two leave the compute card through the Metral 4000 connector for connection to ASICs on other cards. The narrow black connections represent the minimum-latency collective network connections. There are eight ASIC transitions for information to be broadcast from the top of the node card to all nodes on a card. Additional longer-latency collective network links, shown in red, were added in order to provide redundancy. Global collective network connectivity can be maintained to all working ASICs in a BG/L system when a single ASIC fails-no matter where in the system that ASIC is located. Redundant reordering of the collective network requires a system reboot, but no hardware service. As shown at the top of the figure, there are four low-latency ports and one redundant collective network port leaving the node card and passing into the midplane.
In Figure 20 (a), each half circle represents one half of an I/O card. There may be zero, one, or two I/O cards present on any given node card, for a total of up to 128 Gb links per rack, depending on the desired bandwidth to disk for a given system. Compute cards send I/O packets to their designated I/O ASIC using the same wires as the global collective network. The collective network and I/O packets are kept logically separate and nonblocking by the use of class bits in each packet header. 5 The collective network is extended onto the 512-compute-ASIC midplane as shown in Figure 20(b) . Here, each oval represents a node card with 32 compute ASICs. Up to four low-latency ports and one redundant collective network port leave each node card and are wired to other node cards on the same midplane. The low-latency collective network links are shown as black lines, and the redundant links as red lines. The local head of the collective network on a midplane can be defined by software as a compute ASIC on any of the three topmost node cards. In a large system, minimum latency on the collective network is achieved by selecting node card J210 as the local midplane apex. In this case, there are seven ASIC transitions to go from this node card to all other node cards. When the eight-ASIC collective network latency on the node card is added, the result is a maximum of 15 ASIC-to-ASIC hops required to broadcast data to all nodes on a midplane or collect data from all nodes on a midplane.
Multiple midplane structure
Between midplanes, the global collective network is wired on the same cables as the torus. One extra differential pair is allocated on each cable to carry collective network signals between midplanes. Thus, there are six 7 (1-4, 5-8, 1-2) J113 18 (1-4, 5-8, 3-4) J111 16 (5-8, 5-8, 3-4) J108 19 (1-4, 5-8, 5-8) J104 17 (1-4, 5-8, 7-8) J106 15 (5-6, 5-8, 5-6) J102 12 (5-8, 5-8, 7-8) Cable links to other midplanes J01 midplane connector (a) (b) bidirectional collective network connections from each midplane to its nearest neighbors, labeled yminus, yplus, xminus, xplus, and zminus, zplus according to the torus cables on which the inter-midplane collective network connections are carried [Figure 20(b) ]. Control software sets registers in the compute ASIC collective network ports to determine which of these six inter-midplane collective network connections is the upward connection and which, if any, of the remaining connections are logically downward connections. For a 64-rack, 65,536-compute-ASIC BG/L system, a maximum of 15 ASIC-to-ASIC collective network hops are required to traverse the global collective network, one way, from the head of the collective network to the farthest midplane. Add this to the 15 intra-midplane hops explained earlier, and there are a total of 30 ASIC-to-ASIC hops required to make a one-way traversal of the entire collective network.
Global interrupt bus
Single midplane structure The global interrupt bus is a four-bit bidirectional (eight wires total) bus that connects all compute and I/O ASICs using a branching fan-out topology. Unlike the global collective network, which uses point-to-point synchronous signaling between ASICs, the global interrupt bus connects up to 11 devices on the same wire in a ''wire-ORed'' logic arrangement. As explained above, asynchronous signaling was used for high-speed propagation. The global interrupt bus permits any ASIC in the system to send up to four bits on the interrupt bus. These interrupts are propagated to the systemwide head of the interrupt network on the OR direction of the interrupt bus and are then broadcast back down the bus in the RETURN direction. In this way, all compute and I/O ASICs in the system see the interrupts. The structure of the global interrupt bus is shown in Figure 21 .
Figure 21(a) shows the implementation of the global interrupt bus on the 32-compute-ASIC-node card. Each oval represents a compute or an I/O card containing two ASICs. Each line represents four OR and four RETURN nets of the interrupt bus. Either eight ASICs on four cards, or ten ASICs on five cards, are connected by the same wire to a pin on the node card CFPGA. For the OR nets, a resistor near the CFPGA pulls the net high and the compute and I/O ASICs either tristate (float) their outputs or drive low. Any one of the eight or ten ASICs on the net can signal an interrupt by pulling the net low. In this way a wire-OR function is implemented on the node card OR nets. The node card CFPGA creates a logical OR of its four on-node card input OR pins and one off-node card down-direction input OR pin from the midplane, and then drives the result (float or drive low) out the corresponding bits of its off-node card up-direction OR nets. Conversely, the node card CFPGA receives the four bits off the midplane from its one up-direction RETURN interrupt nets and redrives copies of these bits (drive high or drive low) onto its four on-node card and one off-node card down-direction, or RETURN, interrupt nets. In this way, a broadcast function is implemented. No resistors are required on the RETURN nets. Figure 21(b) shows the details of the global interrupt bus on the 512-compute-ASIC midplane. Each shaded rectangle represents a node card with 32 compute and up to four I/O ASICs. The interrupt wiring on the midplane connects CFPGAs in different node and link cards. The same wire-OR logic is used on the OR or up-direction nets as was used on the node cards between the CFPGAs and the ASICs. RETURN or down-direction signaling is broadcast, as described earlier for the node card.
The midplane carries five different bidirectional interrupt buses. The four lower interrupt buses (A-D) connect quadrants of node cards. Here the downdirection port of each quadrant-head CFPGA connects to the up-direction ports of the CFPGAs on the three downstream node cards. All eight bits of each bus are routed together, as in the node card. The fifth, or upper interrupt bus, shown in Figure 21(b) , connects the updirection ports of the quadrant-head CFPGAs to the down-direction ports of the link card CFPGAs. The bits of this upper interrupt bus are not routed together. Rather, the CFPGA on each of four link cards handles one bit (one OR and one RETURN) of the four-bit bidirectional midplane upper interrupt bus. These four link card CFPGAs are collectively the head of the global interrupt network on the midplane. If the BG/L system is partitioned as a single midplane, the link card CFPGAs receive the OR interrupt signals from all ASICs and CFPGAs logically below them on the midplane, and then broadcast these interrupt bits back downward on the RETURN or down-direction interrupt nets.
Multiple midplane structure
If multiple midplanes are configured in a single system, the global interrupt bus is connected from midplane to midplane using the same topology as the global collective network. Global interrupt signals are wired on the same cables as the torus, with one extra differential pair per cable allocated to carry global interrupt signals between midplanes. There are six bidirectional global interrupt connections from each midplane to its nearest neighbors, labeled yminus, yplus, xminus, xplus, and zminus, zplus according to the torus cables on which the inter-midplane collective network connections are carried. Control software sets registers in the link card CFPGA to determine which of these six inter-midplane collective network connections is the upward interrupt connection and which, if any, of the remaining cable connections are logically downward interrupt connections.
Partitioning design
The smallest torus in the BG/L system is the 512-compute-ASIC midplane of logical dimension 8 3 8 3 8 (x, y, z). BLLs and data cables permit the torus, global collective, and global interrupt networks to be extended over multiple midplanes to form larger BG/L systems. The BLLs also act as crossbar switches, permitting a single physical system to be software-partitioned into multiple smaller logical systems. Partitioning permits more efficient use of the hardware and allows system software to swap in redundant hardware when a node, compute, or I/O card failure occurs.
Regular partitioning
Once a given BG/L multirack system is cabled, the system partitions and midplane-to-midplane data connections are set by configuring the BLLs. There are four link cards per midplane and six BLLs per link card. On each link card, two BLLs switch the x torus signals, two BLLs switch y, and two chips switch z, with the collective and interrupt networks carried as sideband signals on the same cables. This allows all networks to be partitioned, or repartitioned, by simple configuration of the BLL. Figure 22(a) shows several of the configuration modes. When in Mode 1, the BLL includes the ASICs of the local midplane in the larger multi-midplane torus. Torus data traffic passes in from cable port C, loops through the local midplane torus via ports B and A, and continues out cable port F to the next midplane. Mode 2 isolates the local midplane torus, completing the local torus in a one-midplane loop while continuing to pass cable data so as to preserve the larger multi-midplane torus of which other midplanes are a part. This switching function from Mode 1 to Mode 2 provides the regular partitioning function of BG/L and permits any one midplane to be made a separate local torus while preserving the torus loop of the remaining midplanes. The y and z torus dimensions have only this regular partitioning.
Split partitioning
Regular partitioning alone does not permit larger multirack systems to be evenly divided into smaller logical systems that are one half or one quarter the size of the largest system. Split partitioning was therefore added in the x torus dimension to provide greater systempartitioning flexibility. Comparing the x and y torus logical diagrams in Figure 22(b) , it can be seen that the y torus contains only cable links that connect the midplanes in a single torus loop. By contrast, the x torus has additional ''split-partitioning'' connections, shown in green in the x torus logical diagram. These splitpartitioning cables are plugged into ports D and E of the BLL diagram. The BLL can be programmed in Modes 3 through 9 to use these split-partitioning cables. For example, Modes 3 and 4 of the BLL connect splitredirection port D to the torus network, instead of regular redirection port C.
System partitioning and redundancy
The net result of the BLL partitioning function is the ability to flexibly divide one physical configuration of a multirack system into multiple logical partitions of various sizes. This is useful for both running different software simultaneously on efficiently sized partitions and for substituting other (redundant) midplanes while faulty sections are serviced. Figure 23 shows the floorplan of a 64-rack BG/L system, with each colored square representing a rack and each color representing a different logical partition. If code had been running in a bluecolored 32 3 32 3 32 x, y, z partition on the rightmost four columns of racks when a compute ASIC failed in x and x-split data
JTAG or I2C block for setting modes Port A In from midplane midplane 620 of the second rightmost column, the control host could then reconfigure the system as shown. The 32 3 32 3 32 partition is now allocated to other columns of racks, and midplanes 620 and 621 are isolated in their own local toruses. Applications can be restarted from their last checkpoint to disk and run in the other partitions, while the error in midplane 620 is serviced [2] .
Power distribution system
Power system overview Figure 24 shows the BG/L power system, which uses bulk ac-dc conversion to an intermediate safe extra-low voltage (SELV) of 48 VDC, then local point-of-load dc-dc conversion. Each rack is individually powered with either 208 VAC or 400 VAC three-phase power from a single 100-A line cord. Above the rack, six 4.2-kW bulk ac-dc converters, with a seventh for redundancy, distribute 48 VDC power through a cable harness to both sides of the midplanes; the midplane wiring carries the 48 V to the link, node, service, and fan cards that plug directly into it. The 48-V power and return are filtered to reduce EMI and are isolated from low-voltage ground to reduce noise.
When the circuit breaker for the ac-dc converter is switched on, power is applied to the midplanes and fans. The link, node, and service cards are designed to allow insertion and removal, while the midplane retains 48 V power once the local dc-dc converters have been disabled. Fan modules are designed to be hot-plugged. The fan, bulk power supplies, and local power converters all contain an industry-standard I2C bus, which can be used to power on, power off, and query status (voltage, current, temperature, trip points, fan speed, etc.) as well as to read the vital manufacturer product data.
The link, node, and service cards contain highefficiency dc-dc converters that produce the required high current and low voltage where required. This minimizes
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Examples of Blue Gene/L system partitioning. voltage drops, improves regulation and efficiency, and reduces possible electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) issues. The converters are very reliable, with a computed mean time between failure (MTBF) of at least 1M hours, or 1,000 FITs. However, even at this rate, there is one supply fail, on average, every five days in a 64-rack system. System power failures can be reduced to negligible levels by using redundant converters. BG/L uses two custom dc-dc power converters with integrated isolation power field-effect transistors (FETs). The eight link cards per rack each contain 1 þ 1 redundant 1.5-V converters, while the 32 node cards per rack each contain 3 þ 1 redundant dual-voltage 2.5-V-1.5-V converters, with peak current designed to match the peak demands of the memory system and core processor functions, respectively.
Bulk power assembly
The bulk power assembly consists of the bulk power enclosure (BPE) and the seven hot-pluggable ac-dc bulk power modules (BPMs). Each BPM is capable of delivering 4.2 kW, and only six are required to provide the 25-kW maximum for operation of a BG/L rack, making it n þ 1 redundant. If one module fails, it may be removed and replaced with a spare while the system is in operation. The BPE houses the input EMC filter, circuit breaker, and power distribution buses. The BPM is power-factor-corrected and achieves an 88% conversion efficiency over the operating range. It utilizes a conventional full-wave bridge rectifier, boost converter, full-bridge forward converter, isolated output full-wave rectifier, and diode-ORing to provide redundant operation. These 127-mm 3 127-mm 3 384-mm commercial units by Cherokee International were modified by adding an I2C-addressable monitoring and control system. A similar I2C interface is employed on the dc-dc converters and the fan assemblies. The host computer communicates through the CFPGA control network (see the section on the control network), and can control output voltage and monitor current, temperature, and vital product data (VPD) for each module. Converter status is continually monitored and service operations scheduled accordingly.
The BPM module is somewhat different, depending upon the line voltage of the installation. For the 208-VAC case, each BPM has a three-phase input, with the ac input connections of all modules wired in parallel. For the single-phase 400-VAC BPM, the BPE is wired to selectively distribute line power to the modules to approximately balance the phase loading. Additionally, the input line power in a system of multiple racks has phases distributed to further balance their loading.
A unique seven-bay BPE with integral breakers, filters, and distribution bus was designed to sit on top of the frame, since the bulk supply had the lowest mass density. The airflow is unusual; fans in the power modules draw cool air from both the front and rear of the rack, and discharge warm air vertically. This modest 2.5 kW of power is easily handled by the machine room air conditioning.
Choice of intermediate distribution voltage
Distribution of a dc power bus inside the machine has numerous advantages. It allows the use of the powerfactor-corrected bulk power modules and thus removes the burden of line isolation and input voltage correction from the load converters. This improves EMC considerations, overall efficiency, and thermal management.
While a high-voltage distribution (350 V) is used in the IBM pSeries * and z900 servers [8] , with the advantage of reduced current and small distribution cables, it also adds complications. The major problems are high-voltage safety requirements of spacing and insulation that must be carefully followed, as well as a very limited selection of high efficiency dc-dc converters and other components. At the 48-V SELV level, distribution of the voltage through the midplanes and cards is readily possible. There are a large number of very-high-efficiency bulk ac-dc modules and dc-dc converters to choose from, as well as direct drive of fans for this voltage. The increased distribution current-carrying capacity was handled by distributing the power over numerous cables, connected to both sides of each midplane. It was the most costeffective solution for this machine.
Distributed converters-redundancy
Because there are a very large number of dc-dc converters used on both the link and node cards, even the use of converters with an MTBF exceeding one million hours resulted in unacceptably high failure rates. Redundant converters were required. When the load voltage is several volts or higher, simple diode-ORing circuitry can be used to allow the parallel operation of many converters. During a fault condition, the diode provided isolation of the failed converter from the working converters that would supply the additional current. This worked as long as the supply voltage was large compared with the voltage drop across the diode. For the 1.5-V BG/L ASIC core voltage, another technology was required. By using synchronous rectifier converters, which drive low-resistance FET switches synchronized with the converter transformer drive, conversion efficiency of more than 92% can be achieved. A series FET switch was added to the power converter output to isolate the converters during a converter fail. A self-contained sensing circuit in each converter determines whether the output current is reversing and immediately disconnects the converter from the bus. The enabled output FET provided a very low-resistance path during normal operation while keeping the efficiency of the converters at 88%.
Voltage domains-redundancy and hot plugging When a card fails in spite of the built-in redundancy, the power-supply system partitioning permits hot-plugging of a new card while other system functions remain active. As explained above, the link, node, and service cards can be replaced while the midplane retains 48 V power. If the service card has no failure, it remains active and provides control voltages for the CFPGA, clocking, and other control functions on the link and node cards. The dc-dc converter outputs on all other cards also remain on. Only the local dc-dc converters on the failed card are disabled, and the failed card is then replaced. In the example of a node card failure, all link ASICs can continue passing cable data traffic while the failed node card is replaced.
Decoupling and dc voltage drop design
The power-supply system function is to keep the V dd -toground (Gnd) supply voltage at the active components constant to within acceptable tolerances. At low frequencies, the dc-dc power converters can respond to changing current needs, but the distribution system must be designed so that the dc voltage drop and heating between the dc-dc converters and the active components is acceptably low. At higher frequencies, the decoupling design must perform three main tasks: supply the temporary current demands of the active components above the frequency at which the dc-dc power supplies can respond, limit plane resonances within the circuit cards, and limit return current noise coupling when signals change reference planes. All of these tasks are geared toward limiting the variation in the supply voltage seen at the active components.
In the BG/L highest-current voltage domain, voltage drop was a concern. All of the dc-dc voltage regulators on high-current voltage domains monitor voltage sense lines and adjust their output to keep the voltage at these sense points constant. The sense points in the node and link card ASIC voltage supply domains are placed near the center of the active chips that are drawing the power. Several potential sense points were designed into the cards, and zero-ohm resistors were populated to connect only the sense point that minimized the variation in dc voltage drop across all ASICs. The only voltage domain for which the voltage variation was a potentially significant fraction (more than a few percent) of the supply voltage was the highest-current voltage domain in the system-the 1.5-V core voltage domain of the main compute ASICs. As discussed earlier in the section on card design, signal and ground layers in the node card were reallocated to the 1.5-V power domain to reduce the variation in dc drop to acceptable levels. In addition, there was one area in which the magnitude of the current density became a heating and reliability problem. Near the 1.5-V output of the dc-dc regulators that supply the 1.5-V ASIC core voltage on the node card, metal had to be added to the 1.5-V domain on several card layers to reduce the maximal current density and improve longterm card reliability.
Decoupling was needed on all voltage domains to meet the time-dependent current needs of the active components [7] . At low frequencies, below 20 kHz, the dc-dc power converter 25-ls feedback loop enabled the converter to respond to changing current demands. In this range, the converter appears essentially as a resistive feedback resistance (R_feedback) between the V dd power and Gnd planes. At higher frequencies, the dc-dc converter feedback loop can no longer respond, and output capacitors inside the converter are needed to provide changing current up into the range of 50þ kHz. Above 50 kHz, on-card capacitors are needed to supply the current as the active component demand changes. Several types of capacitors are used. Capacitors with large capacitance, larger package size, and higher inductance supply the current at mid-frequencies from 50 kHz to around 1 MHz, while ceramic surface-mount capacitors with smaller capacitance, small package size, and lower inductance are used to supply current at higher frequencies, from 1 MHz up through ;50 MHz. On-card decoupling capacitors are unable to provide temporary current through the inductive chip package to the active chip inside the package above frequencies in the range of ;50 MHz. Therefore, on-module decoupling capacitors were added for the high-frequency, low-voltage compute ASICs to hold the supply voltage seen by the ASICs within specification from 50 MHz up until the on-chip decoupling can take over.
The power-supply system response of each power domain was predicted by modeling the frequency response of the dc-dc converter and of the various decoupling capacitors in the system and by calculating the frequency-dependent impedance seen by the active chips at their V dd and Gnd supply rails. This response was compared with the impedance required by the active chips to meet their current needs while holding the supply voltage within specification. Assumptions were made about each chip-frequency-dependent current demand, I( f ). The ratio of I( f ) to the allowed voltage tolerance gave the V dd -Gnd impedance, Z( f ), that the chip required as a function of frequency. The required impedance of the chip, Z( f ) required , and the powersupply-system predicted impedance, Z( f ) supply , were both plotted, and modifications were made in the decoupling design until Z( f ) supply was lower than Z( f ) required at all frequencies of interest. Figure 25 shows the design calculation for the decoupling on the 1.5-V compute ASIC core voltage domain. Models for the dc-dc regulator, bulk tantalum capacitors, high-frequency ceramic surface-mount card capacitors, and on-module AVX LICA ** capacitors are included. For capacitors, the effective capacitance differs little from the specified capacitance. However, the effective input inductance for physically small capacitors is primarily due to the pads, trace, and vias that connect the capacitor to the power and ground planes, with only a small inductive contribution from the capacitor package itself. Capacitor models used in the simulation therefore use the effective resistance (R), inductance (L), and capacitance (C) of each device, including the effects of both the capacitor and its connections to the card planes. The pink data points show the predicted impedance between 1.5 V and ground at the chip, Z( f ) supply , and the red data points show the required impedance, Z( f ) required . The required impedance, Z( f ), of the primary 1.5-V core voltage domain was determined by limiting the allowed V dd -Gnd dynamic voltage error to 5% of nominal, or 75 mV. When dc voltage drops were added, this would keep total V dd -Gnd voltage excursions to within 100 mV of nominal to ensure proper circuit operation. On the basis of this analysis, four on-module capacitors and 28 on-card ceramic capacitors were used near each ASIC. For each two-ASIC card, three bulk capacitors and a portion (17%) of a dc-dc regulator were used.
Additional decoupling capacitors and ground stitching vias were used to control card plane resonances and to limit return-current discontinuities and noise coupling. Resonances were controlled by reducing the size of the voltage planes so that the planes did not cover the entire circuit card in cases in which active components of a particular voltage were not present in certain regions. In addition, every voltage plane had at least one ceramic capacitor between that voltage plane and ground within each square inch of card area. Return current discontinuities and noise were controlled by having a 100% ground-referenced design, by adding stitching vias to tie ground planes together where signals change layers, and by well-decoupling all I/O voltages to ground at all drivers and receivers.
Power system performance The power consumed by the BG/L machine varies drastically depending upon the application being run. Figure 26 shows an example of the temporal power variation on a single 32-way node card for an application that alternates between periods of floating-point calculation and memory access. The wide-band decoupling network described above in the section on decoupling and dc voltage drop design handles these large current excursions, keeping the voltage variations within the acceptable noise margin, ensuring error-free performance.
There are three high-power operating modes: maximum total power, maximum processor power, and maximum memory power. These three measured cases are shown in Figure 27 , where all sources of consumed power within the compute rack have been included, including power dissipated by the bulk power supplies. The rack is designed to deliver 25 kW of power to the rack, or 27 kW total including the losses of the bulk power supply. Power efficiency was one of the design goals of BG/L. The measured sustained performance is approximately 200 Mflops/W on a 512-W midplane partition including all power dissipated in the rack; the theoretical peak performance is 250 Mflops/W.
Control system
Philosophy
In the largest planned Blue Gene/L machine, there are 65,536 compute ASICs and 3,072 link ASICs. A large BG/L system contains more than a quarter million endpoints in the form of the ASICs, temperature sensors, power supplies, clock buffers, fans, status LEDs, and more. These all have to be initialized, controlled, and monitored.
One approach would be to put a service processor in each rack that was capable of communicating with each card (and each device on the card) and capable of communicating outside the rack where it can obtain configuration and initial program load (IPL) data. This service processor would run an operating system (OS) with application software capable of these functions. Both components of software are in nonvolatile memory. This approach is unwieldy and potentially unreliable for high-scale cellular systems in which many relatively small cells are desired.
For this machine, the service processor was kept out of the rack. A single external commodity computer (the host) is used as the service node. This is where the OS is run, along with the application code that controls the myriad devices in the rack. The host connects to the BG/L hardware through an Ethernet and CFPGA circuitry. To be more precise, the host communicates with Internet Protocol (IP) packets, so the host and CFPGA are more generally connected through an intranet (multiple Ethernets joined by IP routers). The CFPGA circuitry, in turn, drives the different local buses, such as JTAG, I2C, Serial Peripheral Interface (SPI), etc. to devices (such as power supplies) or chips (the compute and link ASICs) on a node, link, or service card. In a simple sense, the Ethernet and CFPGA circuitry forms a bus extender. A bus physically close to the host has been extended into the BG/L rack and has fanned out to many racks and hence many cards. In this manner, centralized control of the large cellular-based machine is achieved, and at the same time, the host is not limited to being a single computer. Using IP connectivity for this ''bus extender'' allows for
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Power consumed by a Blue Gene/L compute rack at 700 MHz, for the cases of maximum total power (DGEMM1024), maximum processor power (Linpack), and maximum memory power (memcpy). 
Figure 26
Node card power plotted against time under an extreme case of application load. The working memory size has been set to just exceed the L3 cache. Software development on this host uses all standard tools.
An exception: One local control function
In the BG/L control system design, one significant exception was made to the philosophy of keeping all service control function in the remote service host: overtemperature shutdown. Should the network connection between the compute racks and the service host ever fail, the system should still be able to shut itself down in the case of overheating. Each compute and I/O ASIC contains a thermal diode monitored by an external temperature sensor. There are also temperature sensors inside several other devices on the link, node, and service cards. If any of these sensors reports an over-temperature condition, the sensor logic in the link, node, or service card FPGA shuts down the local dc-dc power converters on the card. This sensor logic is housed inside the same FPGA chip as the CFPGA function, as shown in Figure 28 .
A CFPGA implementation A CFPGA chip is used on every major BG/L circuit card in a midplane. Figure 28 shows the implementation of the CFPGA circuitry. The host computer sends IP/UDP (User Datagram Protocol) packets onto an Ethernet intranet that then routes the packet to the CFPGA. The CFPGA comprises an Ethernet physical layer chip (PHY and its associated isolation transformer) and an FPGA chip. The PHY chip turns the Ethernet wire signaling protocol into a small digital bus with separate clock wires. Logic in the FPGA analyzes the bit stream (Ethernet packet) coming from the network (request packet). If the request packet has good cyclic redundancy check (CRC) and framing, and has the correct Ethernet and IP destination addresses for the CFPGA, data is extracted and acted upon, and a reply Ethernet packet is formulated and transmitted back to the host.
On the other side of the CFPGA are the interfaces with target devices. In BG/L these devices are JTAG: Compute ASICs, link ASICs (BLLs). I2C: Temperature sensors, power supplies, fan modules, and others. Via the control register: Global interrupt network logic and system clock management controls.
The CFPGA acts on a request by transferring data received from the host to a target, while simultaneously collecting return data from the target device for incorporation into the reply packet.
An essential feature of this control system is that all intelligence is placed in the software running on the host. The CFPGA circuitry is kept as simple as possible to increase its robustness and ease its maintenance. The host software typically matures with time, while the CFPGA circuitry remains unchanged. This claim has so far been demonstrated.
Midplane implementation
The fact that the CFPGA is not bulky enables widespread use within a rack. One is used on every major circuit card of a BG/L midplane. The high-bandwidth buses are JTAG, since they control a compute ASIC. These chips require a large amount of host data for three reasons: 1) performing in-system chip testing via manufacturing scan chains; 2) sending IPL data; and 3) retrieving softwaredebugging data. The first two put a requirement on the control system for ample bandwidth from the host to the target chip, and the last for ample bandwidth in the reverse direction.
The JTAG controller in the CFPGA has a broadcast function-the same data is sent out of a subset of its ports (ignoring any return data). With this function, a single
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Control-FPGA chip implementation. CFPGA for one midplane would be able to push data into all 576 compute ASICs with a 576:1 increase in speed. However, this does not help in retrieving data from the compute ASICs. Good performance on parallel software debugging is desired. The solution is to use multiple CFPGAs within a midplane with the appropriately sized Ethernet connecting them to the host. The JTAG bit rate is of the order of 10 Mb/s, while the Ethernet is at 100 Mb/s. This allows ten CFPGAs to operate in parallel with a single 100-Mb/s connection to the host. Operating larger numbers of CFPGAs in parallel is achieved by increasing the bandwidth to the host, for example, by using a Gigabit Ethernet switch to drive many 100-Mb/s Ethernet ports. Figure 29 shows the implementation of the control system for a midplane. A CFPGA is placed on every card. An Ethernet switch on the service card combines 100-Mb/s Ethernet links from the 20 CFPGAs (16 node cards and four link cards) into Gigabit Ethernet, with two Gigabit Ethernet ports connecting to the outside world for ease in connecting multiple midplanes to the host. The Ethernet switch is managed by the service card CFPGA. This enabled simplified development and maintenance of this software component, and it allows the host to retrieve information from the Ethernet switch, e.g., switch tables, for diagnostic purposes.
Rack and multirack implementation
An essential feature of this control system is that a CFPGA speaks only when spoken to. In other words, it transmits an Ethernet packet (reply) only when asked to do so by a request packet. This feature enables the control system to scale up to many racks of midplane pairs. The only entity on the Ethernet that can cause traffic flow is the host; this prevents congestion on the network, which would harm performance. With this feature, a large system can be controlled using standard commodity Ethernet equipment, which is cost-effective and reliable. Figure 30 shows a typical installation. A separate 100-Mb/s network connects all of the service card CFPGAs. This allows the service card Ethernet switches to be managed independently of the traffic flow across those switches. The traffic for other CFPGAs travels across multiple Gigabit networks to the host. This allows ample control system bandwidth.
Software
Each CFPGA is controlled by a single entity. Software is free to implement these CFPGA control entities in any way that is convenient. Each CFPGA control entity is responsible for managing the reliable flow of commands and replies.
The communication between a CFPGA chip and its control entity is very simple. The CFPGA has a
Figure 30
Typical multi-midplane control system configuration. command sequence number. When the CFPGA chip receives a valid command and the sequence number in the command matches the sequence number in the CFPGA chip, the chip acts on the command and prepares the reply packet. As a side effect of the command execution, the sequence number is incremented, and this new number is stored in the reply packet buffer. When the reply has been assembled, the reply packet is returned to the control entity. The control entity is able to match the replies with the requests because replies have a sequence number one value larger than the sequence number used in the command. To avoid dropped or duplicated packets in either direction, a simple retry mechanism is used. If the control entity does not receive a timely reply, it re-sends the last command using the original sequence number. The control entity does not know whether the command or the reply packet was dropped, but the CFPGA chip determines this. If the command packet was dropped, the CFPGA chip sees the second copy and takes the expected actions. If the CFPGA chip receives a command with the wrong sequence number, the CFPGA chip re-sends the contents of the reply buffer. This lets the control entity receive the expected reply so that it can sequence to the next command. This mechanism guarantees that the CFPGA chip will not act on duplicate command packets.
Once the control entity provides a reliable transport with the CFPGA chip, the code that interacts with devices connected to the CFPGA chip can communicate with the control entity using a wide range of protocols.
The BG/L system uses a multithreaded proxy process that provides the control entity for multiple CFPGA chips. Applications that must communicate with CFPGA-attached devices use Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) sockets to send commands to the proxy and receive replies for the commands. The proxy supports the sharing of devices by allowing applications to execute a series of commands to a particular device with no danger of intervening traffic. By allowing an application to perform an entire ''unit of work'' on a device, the application can ensure that the device is always left in a well-known state between operations. This allows cooperating applications to share devices.
The proxy has been very successful in supporting a wide range of applications. The applications have been written by a range of teams in geographically distant sites. Since the applications communicate with the hardware using TCP, it has been very easy to develop application code with a minimal amount of early hardware. The early BG/L hardware has been used by developers located on most continents and in many time zones. This decoupling of locality has been of tremendous value in the BG/L project.
The proxy is the most flexible and complex mechanism for communicating with the CFPGA-attached devices. This proxy supports applications ranging from assemblylevel verification using JTAG boundary scan to low-level chip-debugging applications that use JTAG (Cronus, an internal low-level debug tool, and IBM RiscWatch), to ASIC configuration and IPL applications, to system environmental monitors, to component topology discover processes, and to high-level communication streams that provide console terminal support for Linux** kernels running on the BG/L nodes.
Simpler versions of control entities exist for lessdemanding applications. In some cases, the control entity is tightly bound to the application; this minimizes the complexity of the application and can be very valuable for development and certain diagnostics applications.
It is anticipated that other software can and will be developed as more is learned about the ways in which the BG/L system is used. The very simple UDP-based command-and-response protocol used to communicate with the CFPGA chips places a very light burden on software and allows a wide range of design choices.
Summary
We have shown how the considerations of cost, power, cooling, signaling, electromagnetic radiation, mechanics, component selection, cabling, reliability, service strategy, risk, and schedule were used to design the Blue Gene/L system package. The result is a relatively low-cost, highdensity rack within the limits of air cooling that can be easily scaled and maintained. Host computers and remote storage are easily added. The Blue Gene/L interconnect, power, cooling, and control systems have been shown to complement one another, reflecting the coordination and unified goals of the design team.
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